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FUTURE STUDIO GALLERY
5558 N. FIGUEROA STREET, L.A. 90042

Open Second Saturday March 14, 2015
We’re open 7–10 pm. Celebrating PI (3.141592653589793...)
DAY at the gallery has become a bit of a tradition—we love
math (even though we’re bad at it), and we love PIE. It also
happens to be Albert Einstein’s birthday, and this year exact PI
DAY falls on Second Saturday, so it’s SUPER PI DAY (3/14/15).
If you’re a really good nerd, you can eat some pie twice at
9:26:53 am & pm to commemorate the day. Of course we’ll
have a selection of pies but not sure it will last til 9:26:53
pm, so plan ahead. We expect that eventually PI DAY (piday.
org) will be monetized like Valentine’s Day, cause that’s how
America rolls, and who doesn’t love pie with an excuse to eat
more. It’s a relatively new holiday, begun by Larry Shaw of the
Exploratorium in San Francisco in 1988. In 2009, the U.S.
House of Representatives supported designation of National
Pi Day. So don’t be thinking they don’t do anything.

In the gallery: Spring cleaning is happening a little early, as
several artists are divesting some of their collections at very
affordable prices. It’s a combo estate sale/flea market/popup antique shop. Shop for your gift closet, start your holiday
shopping early, and start or add to your own collections.
Among the offerings: miniatures • vintage Japanese fake food
• Wade English ceramic animal match strikers • large antique
Chinese baskets • Happy Meal toys • Dodger bobbleheads •
Asiana ceramic figurines • Madame Alexander dolls • snow
globes • children’s books • vintage buttons and crafting
stuff + trims and ribbons • and a bunch of other interesting
miscellaneous items that need to be repurposed (attention
collage artists) or find a new home • cash/checks/credit cards.
Of course, Chicken Boy’s Souvenir Stand will be open in case
you need a Pi Day or St. Patrick’s Day gift.

Pi is defined as the distance around a perfect circle (circumference), divided by the distance across it (diameter). It is also involved in calculating the area of a circle, the volume
of a sphere, and many other mathematical formulas you might need in the sciences. BTW, Super Pi Day last occurred in 1915, next occurs in 2115.

The Scream photo op in Feb. was an unexpected success! I guess we shouldn’t have not expected it, cause it’s

such a universal image & instinct. Even though you can’t beat being an artist in Highland Park, we all have something to scream
about, right ? A selection of our The Scream-ers:
Photos: Margaret Arnold, Stuart Rapeport
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Repaint Chicken Boy 2015

T

hanks to everyone who has so generously donated to this
campaign so far. We’re getting there! We are currently
gathering estimates for the work to be done and hope
to have a schedule established soon. What with the
Highland Theatre and Manning’s Coffee Store signs’
recent repair and re-bulbing (thanks to the maintenance fund of the
Relighting the Historic Signs of Figueroa Street project, electrician
Victor Mendoza, bulb-wranglers Carl Haney & Emmanuel Lara), it
will be so nice to have our rooftop
icons all spiffed up. Cause, you
Bird Poo
know, all eyes are on Highland
Damage
Park (recently named one of the
coolest neighborhoods in the
USofA by Thrillist.com).
It’s been over seven eventful
years since Chicken Boy roosted
Faded
on Fig. A modern-day Rodney
Paint
Dangerfield, he once got no
respect, and now he is regarded
as an icon—of North East Los
Angeles; of Route 66 Los Angeles;
of L.A.’s retro roadside history;
of good-nature, friendliness,
More
rolling with the punches, and
Faded
Paint
steadfastly staying true to one’s
self. His quiet dignity and
welcoming presence have served
as a beacon not just for neighbors
and visitors, but also for his bird
PaintedPaintedbrethren, who love to roost atop
over
over
his head, arms, and bucket. Their
Tagging
Tagging
view of the street and distant
mountains is incredible; ditto
the North East’s significant Independence Day festivities. But the
nonstop pigeon AirBnB-ing, dearth of precipitation, and yes—he has
been tagged a few times too—have taken their toll on our hero, and
though the fiberglass remains dimensionally stable, he is in need of
dermabrasion and a shiny new visage (aka scrubbing, sanding, and
painting). As the unofficial welcoming
committee for Highland Park, this is only
right. A fact that was clear to the nice folks
at L.A. Neighborhood Initiative, who
awarded a grant to Chicken Boy to help
in his cosmetic revival. No strangers to
the North East, LANI* has been and is
working to improve our neighborhood by
supporting maintenance and restoration
projects, and imagining and implementing
creative new ideas that compliment the
community’s energy. This grant comes
with a match provision—so we need to raise
at least $2,500 to make this all happen.
North Figueroa Association is overseeing
this project. We have several levels of (taxYou’ll get a personalized,
laminated wallet card
deductible) contributions . . .

$25 Friend of CB Membership Card + Poster Pen
$50 Membership Card + Poster Pen + Floaty
$100	Membership Card + Poster Pen + Floaty Pen +
Treasure Box
$500	Membership Card + Poster Pen + Floaty Pen +
Treasure Box + Rooftop Visit/Photo Op for Two
$1000 	Membership Card + One of every CB Souvenir +
Rooftop Visit/Photo Op for Two

k

By check, payable to “North Figueroa Association”
c/o Future Studio • PO Box 292000 • Los Angeles CA 90029
By PayPal: northfigueroa@gmail.com
(Please include your name, mailing and email addresses)
*Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI) works with committed community
members to revitalize neighborhoods through improvement of public
transportation corridors, urban greening and business district projects.

Coming to the gallery and opening April 11, 2015:
We return to some wall art in a literary vein . . . on view, some of
the book art of . . .

Carm Goode—artist, designer, illustrator, writer, and
educator has authored and/or illustrated a set of
books that “make an understanding of everything else
possible.”
• The project has been developed under
the auspices of: the Aperion Bibliotheque
and the Library of Actual, Theoretical, and
Partial Books.
• Topics include: “The Burgeoning
Sprezzetura Epidemic,” “Why Book
Jackets are more Important than Books,”
and “Why the Universe doesn’t appear to
be taking itself seriously.”
• A catalogue featuring a reprise of each of
the thirty-nine books is available.
Miles Forthwrighte is a graduate of Woodbury and several other colleges.
Degrees and awards include a Magister Artium, a Licentia Docendi, (Docent
License) and assorted degrees or equivalences including a PhD, a MFA
and a BS. He attended Mexico City College, majoring in International
Extracurriculology. As an intermittent student at the Chouinard Institute of
Art, he was mentored by the Legendary T. Hee, from whom he gained an
appreciation of both intermittency and Dickensian monikers. By the oddest
of coincidences, Woodbury College, Mexico City College, and the Chouinard
Institute have all changed names and have been moved to new locations
at least once since Miles attended them. This makes it all but impossible to
retrieve even anecdotal information about Miles’ academic accumulata. By
another odd coincidence, Carm Goode’s vitae bear a remarkable number of
nearly identical entries.
Forthwrighte’s military service record is
particularly noteworthy. It includes tours of duty
with the U.S. Air Force Reserve and the U.S. Army,
where he was regularly on loan to the often, yet
poorly decorated 1401st Yakima Guerrilla Unit of the
Aggressor Forces. (His ability to speak Esperanto
made him strategically invaluable.) Among his military
specializations were Armorer Artificer, Explosives
Intern, and Combat Sign Painter/Cartoonist.
Incidentally, Carm Goode’s service accomplishments
seem to parallel those of Miles, but given that the
records of both of them are destined to remain
forever classified, we shall never know the full extent
of any such correspondences.
Carm Goode and Miles Forthwrighte began their
collaboration in 1968 when Miles interviewed Carm
for The Subterranean Secession, a publication which Forthwrighte continues,
somewhat sporadically, to publish. Goode and Miles hit it off immediately. “.
. . it was like we were finishing each other’s sentences,” as Miles, or on other
occasions, Carm, have often said. Miles has interviewed Carm many times
since, but given “The Sub’s” rather exclusive readership, people are at best,
poorly acquainted with the material. Presumably, the collected interviews
are a component of The CGPCP, The Carm Goode Personal Culture Project,
something Miles has been instrumental in initiating and subsequently
instituting at MOFMA, the Museum of Fairly Modern Art in Pasadena del Sur.
Carm’s mother always maintained that Miles has
been much too harsh in his criticisms of Carm’s art,
finding his comments on Carm’s neckwear gratuitous
to a fault. Carm, for his part, has maintained an
admirable tolerance of Miles’ generally acidic critiques
of what Miles calls Carm’s “Billowing Oeuvrium.” As
Carm once famously said to Andy Warhol in Miles’
defense: “Remember Andy, Miles, before being a critic,
a theorist, or some sort of
martyr to banality, is essentially
a peripatetic mind, a blistered
perceptual/memory surface,
layered over with intellectual
conceits assembled in a certain
order.” Most people, myself
included, would agree a hundred
percent with Carm’s assessment of Miles.

—Orlando Kimbote
P.S.: If you find yourself intrigued but possibly
confused, you are not alone. We invite you to come
and talk to the source(s). They’re really very nice guys.

We’re so happy, it’s almost opening day!
Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego Padres
Monday April 06, 2015 @ 1:10 PM

